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Adaptation to new environmental conditions
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Past Present Future

Understanding how 
species have adapted

Knowledge on how 
species will adapt 

genetic architecture of fitness-
related traits



The infinitesimal model (Fisher 1918)
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Knowledge from genotype-phenotype association studies
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GWAS and QTL analysis        most traits are polygenic
Genetic architecture of complex traits: 

genes       effect size      PEV  

Hall et al. 2016 TGG



The bab locus is responsible for a major effect QTL involving 60% of the 
variation in female abdominal pigmentation in D. melanogaster.

Case study from Remington 2015 Evolution



The bab locus is responsible for a major effect QTL involving 60% of the 
variation in female abdominal pigmentation in D. melanogaster, but single 
SNPs explain each <1% of variation, making them basically undetectable by 
standard GWAS

Bickel et al. 2011 PLoS Genetics



Polygenic adaptation model
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From hard sweeps to soft sweeps: Polygenic adaptation model

Pritchard et al. 2010 Current Biology



Evidences of polygenic adaptation
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Polygenic adaptation can be very fast
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Remington 2015 Evolution

And many others!

Interestingly, under a model of 
polygenic adaptation, phenotypic
optima can be reached very fast
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An expansion of the polygenic adaptation model: the
omnigenic model

Boyle et al. 2017 Cell
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The omnigenic model also 
explains why the effects of 
most GWAS variants vary 
between populations
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Two key features at the base of polygenic adaptation

Barghi et al. 2020 Nature Reviews Genetics

Adaptation can be typically achieved by many different combinations of 
adaptive alleles (redundancy) → non-parallelism between replicated 
populations
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Heterogeneity in allele frequency among loci
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Case study in maritime pine



Maritime pine (Pinus pinaster Ait.)
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• Long-lived conifer

• Ecologically and economically important in 
South-western Europe

• Isolated populations in Atlantic and 
Mediterranean environments.

• High differentiation in quantitative traits



CLONAPIN common garden network
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4 identical trials + Bordeaux (smaller)

36 population

6 neutral gene pools

535 clones, 8 ramets/clone

Randomized complete block design

Plantation in 2010

2011 in Bordeaux



Data collected

Genotypes

9k Illumina Infinium SNP (Plomion et al. 2016)

Random EST sequences and candidate 
genes for adaptation to biotic and 
abiotic factors 

5165 polymorfic SNPs , 523 clones

Phenotypes

Height

Survival

Phenology-related traits

Biotic stress response

Diplodia sapinea

Armillaria ostoyae

Pine processionary moth

Functional traits
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Polygenicity estimates using Bayesian MLMs in humans
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Zeng et al. 2018 Nature genetics



The role of negative selection
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O’connor et al. 2019 AJHG
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0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8

Height Mediterranean
Height Iberian Atlantic

Height French Atlantic 2013
Height French Atlantic 2015
Height French Atlantic 2018

Height all sites
Survival Mediterranean

Survival all sites
Bud burst 2015
Bud burst 2017

Bud burst duration 2015
Bud burst duration 2017

Polycyclism
Phenology growth index

D. sapinea necrosis
D. sapinea discoloration

A. ostoyae necrosis
δ13C

SLA

Heritable variability 
for most traits

Heritability (H2)



Polygenicity: Proportion of non-zero SNPs
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o Average 
polygenicity 6% of 
genotyped SNPs (0-
27%)

o Highly stable across 
traits, years and 
environments



Genetic explained variance (based on BLUPs)
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The higher the polygenicity the 
more genetic variability explained

Small-effect SNPs are 
contributing to polygenicity
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o Consistent estimates of 
polygenicity even for smaller 
SNP datasets

o Precision of the estimated 
polygenicity increased with 
SNP dataset size

Consistency of the SNP dataset



Some evidence of negative selection
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o Signatures of negative 
selection did not mimic 
the stability observed for 
polygenicity

o Negative selection has 
been pointed as a driver 
of polygenicity (O’Connor et 

al. 2019)



Conclusions

• Most complex adaptive traits in a long-lived plant species were 
highly polygenic (average 6% of genotyped SNPs had non-zero 
effect-size)

• The degree of polygenicity was similar for traits spanning 
different functional categories, and this genetic architecture 
was considerably stable over time and environments 

• We detected signatures of negative selection on SNPs related to 
height, survival, phenology-related traits and functional traits, 
but signatures of negative selection were not consistent across 
environments and years
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Considerations

• Polygenic adaptation can take place rapidly because it only 
requires small allele frequency changes on standing genetic 
variation

• Current prediction models are usually based on outlier SNPs of 
large-effect

• Models for predicting population trajectories in forest trees 
under climate change  could be underestimating the capacity of 
natural forest tree populations to adapt to new environments
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Perspectives

• Estimate polygenicity in several forest tree species with different 
life-history traits, distributions and genome sizes (B4EST 
multispecies study – to be discussed tomorrow afternoon)

• Study polygenic adaptation using new models with an improved 
correction for population genetic structure (Josephs et al. 2019 
Genetics)

• Study polygenic adaptation in unstructured populations (two 
case studies available in maritime pine)
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Practical demo

GCTB

A tool for Genome-wide Complex Trait Bayesian analysis

Zeng et al. 2018 Nature Genetics

(20 min)
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